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Foreword

Scope of this Assessment
In its response to the city’s RFP, DMOproz promised to analyze the work of Experience Grants Pass and all aspects of Tourism
Promotion and Downtown Development Services in three areas:
1) TOURISM PROMOTION
• Analyze Internet, Digital, Social Media and Traditional Marketing with an eye to ROI and potential enhancements.
• Review of the Tourism Marketing Budgets over the past 5 years, including the contract with the Chamber of Commerce and
other operating expenditures.
• Evaluate the efficacy of delivering Destination Marketing services through a third-party contract versus handling the effort inhouse through an analysis of ROI, flexibility and performance against contract.
• Assess the relationship between the Tourism Advisory Committee (and other DMO partners such as Travel Southern Oregon)
and Experience Grants Pass with an eye to potentially enhancing coordination between these entities.
• Compare and contrast the performance of Experience Grants Pass and the City of Grants Pass against other destinations in the
city’s competitive set, benchmarking efforts and identifying best practices, as identified.
2) SPECIAL EVENTS
• Analyze operating budgets for special events, estimating the resources being invested by the City.
• Analyze of the ROI of City resources invested in special events and festivals and whether a philosophical shift regarding such
support is warranted.
• Analyze opportunities to enhance sponsorship and concession revenue and potential revenue sharing opportunities for Citymanaged events.
3) DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
• Evaluate the appropriateness of the City’s investment in Downtown Development against the City’s budget, including its
contract with Experience Grants Pass.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of Downtown services being contracted (in whole or in part) to Experience Grants Pass.
• Identify the level of satisfaction of communication, interaction and services delivered by the City and Experience Grants Pass
and offer suggestions for potential enhancements.
• Analyze the effectiveness of the Downtown Welcome Center and its coordination with the Center managed by the Chamber of Commerce.
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We began our work on behalf of the city by requesting and pouring over as many reports and background documentation
relative to Experience Grants Pass that we could identify. We reviewed the Economic Development and Tourism Audit of 2013,
quarterly and annual performance reports and budgets from Experience Grants Pass, Visitors Guides, brochures and collateral
materials produced by the DMO. We reviewed traffic totals and patterns for both of the Visitor Information Centers supported by
the City. We analyzed data regarding TLT collections, event attendance and external factors that may have had a role in visitation
fluctuations (e.g., gas prices, forest fires, etc.). And, we researched the budgets and programming of other DMOs in Oregon.
For this assignment, DMOproz partnered with TwoSix Digital, one of the top DMO-centric digital agencies in the nation to analyze
the effectiveness and online reach of Experience Grants Pass. They analyzed web traffic and engagement across all of the DMOs
Social Media platforms and offer, within this report, their findings and recommendations.
But numbers can’t tell the whole story. So, DMOproz spent the better part of two weeks
interviewing City staff, key community leaders, industry stakeholders and other DMOs
to better understand the numbers we were seeing and the concerns we were hearing
in the RFP. We had intended to do the majority of these interviews in person, but the
nation’s response to the pandemic denied us that opportunity. However, through
phone calls and video conferencing, we were able to hear from over 70 individuals
from the comfort and safety of all of our homes and offices.
Together, we stand ready to advise the City on next steps in Tourism Promotion,
Special Events and Downtown Services.
We’d like to thank Jay Meredith, Susan Seereiter, Lora Glover, Jon Bowen, Josie
Molloy and the PAVE Committee for their assistance in providing background
materials and documentation for this analysis.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DMOproz, a consultancy that specializes in Destination and Community Marketing and Development, was engaged in early 2020
to analyze the approach that the City of Grants Pass has employed in Destination Marketing, Downtown Services and Events since
awarding a series of contracts to Experience Grants Pass to perform these services.

FINDINGS
Community Stakeholders with whom we talked gave Experience Grants Pass high marks for elevating the community’s brand and
external marketing messaging, digital footprint and collateral materials (page 41).
Businesses in the Downtown District felt that Experience Grants Pass was very engaged in serving as a liaison early in the contract
but, after assuming management of a number of special events was less visible in later years (page 32).
Experience Grants Pass successfully managed several events and festivals for the community…but several failed to cash flow,
ultimately impeding the agency’s ability to invest an appropriate amount of resources into marketing (page 35).
Experience Grants Pass, with all its good intentions, simply attempted to do too much with too few resources (page 41).
The budget allocated to Destination Marketing is significantly less than communities in the City’s competitive set (page 29).
While State Statutes permit the City of Grants Pass to invest only 30% of its revenue from the Tourist Lodging Tax (TLT) into
Destination Marketing, a change in that law in 2003 suggests the State would recommend that 70% of such revenues be invested
in Destination Marketing (page 9).
The Downtown Services portion of the contract, while intended to be primarily for liaison services and Downtown Events, has
been financially consumed by Welcome Center Operations (page 32).
The Visitor Information and Welcome Centers in Grants Pass are not providing a strong ROI for the revenues invested (page 26).
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The Special Events and Festivals effort by the City through Experience Grants Pass was a noble but underfunded initiative. And,
several of the events managed by Experience Grants Pass failed to produce significant visitor spending or overnight stays as
stipulated by State Statute (page 35).
Since being engaged in this assessment, Experience Grants Pass has announced its intention to resign its contract with the City,
effective June 30, 2020. The City is now faced with a decision as to how it will address Destination Marketing, Downtown Services
and Events going forward (page 38).

RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of Grants Pass should move rapidly to register a not-for-profit Corporation with the State and IRS to serve as the official,
contracted Destination Marketing Organization for the City and County. In the interim, between the departure of Experience
Grants Pass and the creation of a new DMO, it should, at a minimum, contract with a Digital Marketing / Social Media firm to
maintain the website and visibility in the travel marketplace (page 53).
The City should dedicate the full 30% of TLT collections to Destination Marketing and progressively increase the percentage over
the next 5 years in order to become more competitive in the marketplace…or, it should view Destination Marketing as a core
community value and not restrict such investment to TLT revenues alone (page 51).
Post pandemic, Special Events and Festivals should be researched and analyzed for their true value as visitor demand drivers. Many
of the events that were managed by Experience Grants Pass were community-centric events that do not draw sufficient visitation to
be funded through TLT (page 48).
Until such time as the investment in Destination Marketing is comparable to competitive destinations, the luxury of paid staff to
operate Visitor Information Centers does not provide sufficient ROI to continue. Using volunteers could be an interim solution
(page 49).
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
Grants Pass is the county seat of Josephine County, Oregon, and is located on Interstate 5, northwest of Medford along the
Rogue River. The current population is estimated at 38,200, making it the 15th largest city in the State. Grants Pass is the
birthplace of Dutch Bros, the nation’s largest privately-held drive-thru coffee company.
Up until the early 1970s, the lumber industry was the predominant employer in the region. Throughout the rest of the decade,
the area saw a steady decline in timber harvesting, production and processing. Since then, there has been an economic shift to a
large service industry sector covering areas of outdoor recreation, sports, tourism and health care infrastructure. This is supported
by multiple small and medium businesses and a growth in marijuana-related businesses in recent years due to State legalization.
Grants Pass was an early adopter of the availability of a Local Transient Lodging Tax (often referred to as TLT), a tax on occupied
hotel rooms. In 2003, the Oregon Legislature approved a statute that directed that no less than 70% of TLT revenues were to be
used to fund tourism promotion and development.1 However, those municipalities that were already imposing such a tax were
grandfathered in at directing no less than the percentage of revenue that was being invested in tourism promotion and
development upon the measure becoming law. According to representatives with the City, that percentage was, and generally
has been, 30%.
The statute defines a “tourism promotion agency” as an incorporated nonprofit organization or governmental unit that is
responsible for the tourism promotion of a destination on a year-round basis. “Tourism promotion” is defined as advertising,
publicizing or distributing information for the purpose of attracting and welcoming tourists. Marketing special events and festivals
designed to attract tourists is also included in the definition. “Tourist” is interestingly defined as an individual who is more than 50
miles from the destination and spends the night.2 This last definition has come under considerable debate around the country
over the past decade with many believing that a day trip can be viewed as a precursor to future overnight stays and, thus, would
qualify as a marketing strategy.
1

Local Transient Lodging Tax: Expenditures and Administration, ECONorthwest (2020)

2

Oregon Revised Statutes 320.300
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Since imposing the TLT, the City of Grants Pass had elected to handle its tourism promotion duties in-house. In 2013, an internal
performance audit was performed on the City’s Economic Development and Tourism programs. In 2014, the City contracted with
Experience Grants Pass, a division of Noosa Corporation, a for-profit company. While we do not believe this organizational
structure was the intent of the definition of “tourism promotion agency,” the Revised Statutes do not seem to preclude it. Thus,
one could make the case that the City retained the role of “tourism promotion agency” and merely contracted its work out to a
marketing agency.
The original contract with Experience Grants Pass ran from July 2014 through June of 2017 and outlined the expectations of the
agency to “provide travel, tourism and downtown services.” It also provided the option to extend the contract for up to two
additional one year terms. The contract stipulated that Experience Grants Pass would be paid $228,000 a year for tourism
marketing and promotion and $62,000 a year for Downtown Services.
The contract was amended in March 2015 to include event production. It was amended again in FY 2017-18 to include the
management of the “Back to the 50s” Celebration, Christmas (Santa’s Arrival) & Holiday Plaza Tree Lighting and the Fourth of July
Festival. The second amendment also extended the term of the contract through June 2019 and increased the additional
payments of $47,000 in FY 2017-2018 and $77,000 in FY 2018-19.
A new contract with Experience Grants Pass was approved in 2019 to run from July 2019 through 2022. Additional duties and
expectations were added surrounding the creation of new events and festivals, functioning as a contact point for parking permits
and assisting the City’s Parks and Community Development Department in the development of collateral materials and
promotion of the City’s Destination Marketing efforts, among other things. This contract allocated $300,000 to Experience Grants
Pass for Tourism Promotion and $65,000 for Downtown Services, for a total contract of $365,000.
In the latter half of 2019, questions began to arise on the efficacy and return on investment of Experience Grants Pass. As part of
its governance process, the City periodically establishes PAVE Committees (performance audit, visioning and enhancement) to
review departments and select contracts. In January of 2020, the Travel, Tourism and Downtown Services PAVE Committee
selected DMOproz, a consultancy that specializes in Destination Marketing and Management Organizations to perform an
assessment of the City’s Tourism and Downtown Services operations and provide recommendations for how it should address
tourism promotion, downtown services and special events in the future.
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THE EXISTING LANDSCAPE
Assessing the efficacy of Destination Marketing can be elusive. In communities
that have a robust meetings and convention culture, it is somewhat easier as
those visitors can be tracked. It’s fairly easy to identify the impact of a DMO that
convinced a meeting planner to bring a 1,000 person convention to town for
three days. One point of contact resulted in over 2,000 hotel rooms rented, at
least 4,000 meals consumed, etc. When looking at a leisure destination like
Grants Pass, it is more difficult. However, the one marker we do have is hotel
occupancy. Is it up or down? And, for Grants Pass, it has been both.
Looking back to 2015, the hotel occupancy rate in Grants Pass steadily increased
from a low of 54.7% to a high of 61.1% in 2017. Indeed, Grants Pass saw record
occupancies during the Summer (76.8%) and Fall/Holiday seasons (58.4%) that
year. Since then, hotel occupancy has slipped back to 2016 levels. Identifying the
reasons for these fluctuations is more difficult…however, we offer the following
thoughts on possible influences.
As Experience Grants Pass absorbed Special Events in 2017, the allocation of
available revenues to these events (and away from Marketing) could have had an
influence on the number of people who were inspired to travel to Grants Pass.
There was a significant increase in Hotel Room Inventory in 2018-19 with the new
Hampton Inn. Such an event typically depresses occupancy rate and ADR
(Average Daily Rate charged) because of supply and demand fluctuations for the
following years until the market stabilizes.

Source: Experience Grants Pass, 2019 Q3-Q4 Quarterly Report
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EXTERNAL TRENDS & INFLUENCES
As part of our analysis, DMOproz was asked to consider
whether external forces such as gas prices or fire season
impacts had an influence on hotel occupancy and
visitation in Grants Pass (the blue chart).
As the accompanying top chart indicates, increasing gas
prices clearly did not have an impact in 2015, and during
the slow rise in 2016 and 2017, as occupancy continue to
grow steadily from 2013 through 2017.
On the other hand, the intense Fire Season in 2018 (the
orange trend line), in which 325,300 acres in Southern
Oregon were consumed, does appear to have had an
influence in Occupancy, as 2018 was the first year in
which the five-year run of increases came to an end.
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TRANSIENT LODGING TAX
Prior to any analysis of destination marketing, downtown development or festivals and event production, there needs to be a
discussion about the revenue source that funds these activities. Throughout America, the revenues that communities invest into
these efforts has traditionally been hotel occupancy tax (commonly referred to as Room Tax, Bed Tax or, in Oregon, the Transient
Lodging Tax, or TLT).
Marketing communities, while proven to have a marked effect on economic development and attracting new residence to a
community,3 has been a tough concept for this nation’s elected leaders and managers to embrace. Police, fire, public works,
sanitation and clean water are tangible actions that government universally embraces on behalf of their residents. And, residents
can connect the dots from the taxes they pay to the services they receive.
The rationale for using resident tax revenues for something as amorphous as marketing is often less clear to Joe and Jill Public.
This is one of the reasons that hoteliers across the country embraced the concept of Room (Lodging) Taxes in the 1970s and the
‘80s. They recognized the importance of a coherent community-wide marketing effort to attract visitors and fill their hotel rooms.
They also knew that General Fund revenues would generally not be available to power such an effort. Thus, adding an additional
tax to the price of their hotel rooms was supported as a way to equip Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) with the
revenues needed to promote visitation to the region.
Over time, these revenues began to be diverted for all manner of governmental budget needs. Thus, in 2003, the Oregon legislature
mandated that 70% of new TLT revenues must be invested in activities that would increase visitation and overnight stays. At the same
time, the legislature grandfathered communities that had already diverted TLT revenues to non-tourism related activities to allow
them to continue the practice. That is how the City of Grants Pass invests 30% of TLT revenues while the State’s preference is 70%.
Grants Pass was grandfathered at the rate of investment into tourism related programs that it had budgeted in 2003.
But, this begs a deeper question. While the original intent of room tax was to support destination marketing and development, if
these initiatives are important to a community, why is the TLT viewed as the only revenue source available? For those communities
sophisticated enough to understand the power of destination marketing in generating nonresident tax revenues, why not general
fund revenues? Indeed, it really shouldn’t matter what the source, if it’s meaningful to the quality of life.
3

Longwoods International, “The Halo Effect” (www.longwoods-intl.com)
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There is no better example of this municipal philosophy than Myrtle Beach. While the majority of their room tax collections are
invested in their DMO, city leaders did not feel that those taxes were sufficient to effectively compete with other beach destinations
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. In 2008, the city enacted a one penny sales tax with the majority of the revenue to be invested in
destination sales and marketing. Ever since, the destination has posted record visitation each year, thanks to not limiting its
marketing to room tax revenue.
We offer these comments because some questions posed in the RFP seek to understand whether the percentage of TLT being
invested in a particular activity or service is appropriate. The answers to these questions depend on whether the city believes TLT
to be the only source of funds for these activities or services or whether other revenues can or should be made available from
other revenue sources.
Across the State, the average TLT
collections invested in Tourism-related
activities is 52% with the remaining 48%
utilized for general purposes.4
The City of Grants Pass currently allocates its
roughly $1.5 million in TLT in the following
manner (see chart at right). This translates
into the following investments:
Tourism Promotion: $450,000
Economic Development: $174,900
Downtown Development: $174,900
Public Safety: $233,400
Parks Maintenance: $233,400
Capital Acquisitions: $233,400

4

Source: City of Grants Pass

Local Transient Lodging Tax: Expenditures and Administration, ECONorthwest (2020)
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As noted, State Statutes define “Tourism promotion” as advertising, publicizing or distributing information for the purpose of
attracting and welcoming tourists. Marketing special events and festivals designed to attract tourists is also included in the
definition. While an argument could be made that Downtown Development, Tourism Facility Acquisition and Parks Maintenance
make Grants Pass a more attractive destination and, thus, should be considered Tourism, the City should be honest in whether
these activities drive visitors from more than 50 miles away that stay the night.

RESULTS OF 2013 AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS
As we prepared for this assignment, the Team at DMOproz reviewed the 2013 Performance Audit of the Economic Development
and Tourism programs, with a special focus on the Tourism component. In this analysis we noted the following findings and
recommendations stemming from the Audit.
The Audit found that Tourism had seen positive growth…but that opportunities existed to improve evaluating ROI measurements.
The report noted that both Economic Development and Tourism were lacking an articulated vision, direction and Strategic Plan,
resulting in a diffuse approach to these critical components of community development. There was also concern voiced that the
two offices were failing to capitalize on opportunities for collaboration and synchronization.
The primary recommendations that followed were to define an economic vision and develop a Strategic Plan, define performance
metrics to better track ROI and consider a reorganization to merge Economic Development and Tourism into one office. In the
Executive Summary of the Audit, it was noted that the City “generally agreed with these recommendations.”
While Experience Grants Pass developed a Strategic Vision as part of its community Brand process, we could not detect that the
City has done so, other than concurring, through its contract renewals, with its contracted DMO’s direction. Through the contract
with Experience Grants Pass, the City has designed a wide-ranging set of deliverables but no performance metrics to gauge
effectiveness. And, despite the Audit’s recommendation to merge Economic Development and Tourism into one City office, the
City elected to contract with a third-party to handle its Tourism Marketing function.
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That said, several of the Audit’s secondary recommendations have been successfully implemented:

• Updated Brand Strategy and Marketing Plan.
• Transitioning from a personal Facebook page to a company/brand page, and
incorporate the “Follow” feature on the home page.

• Incorporating social media links on the DMO’s home page, including “Like”, “Follow”,
“Share” and other actions on key pages throughout the website.

• Continuing with the process already underway to issue an RFP for web design services.
• Adding different social channels, including Google+, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Instagram, Foursquare, and others.
• Reserve its brand name on various social networks.
• Look into automation tools that allow long-form content (such as blog posts) to be posted to social channels, such as Facebook,
Twitter, etc., thereby creating a streamlined and efficient approach to posting content on different channels.

• Aligning Downtown Services with both the Economic Development Department and the DMO, primarily because it serves as
the primary liaison with the businesses downtown.

• Clearly define the roles and responsibilities of the DMO and establish key reporting relationships.
• Ensuring contract oversight and accountability for economic development and tourism related activities performed by both the
Chamber of Commerce and Downtown Services.
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Those that have not been acted upon include (along with the rationale, where available):

• Incorporating an action plan to engage in a proactive sales and group booking program (insufficient event space).
• Developing updated marketing strategy and incorporate a social media plan (Outside of recently hiring a sub-contractor to
handle Social Media, there was never a “plan” developed. Experience Grants Pass “just did it”).

• Refocusing efforts on small business development programs, capital improvements, business attraction and recruitment

activities, enhanced business engagement and marketing and community redevelopment programs (Insufficient financial
resources to do these plus tourism marketing, event production and Downtown Services).

• Utilize Facebook, or another social channel, to allow individuals to sign up for e-newsletters, a process that will better enable
the production of more personalized and target content (Experience Grants Pass indicated that this was not done because
there was no time to produce consumer centric e-newsletters).

• Creating processes to gather additional information regarding existing visitors, including continuing the “hotel survey” and

evaluating the potential for the Chamber of Commerce and Downtown Services to incorporate a similar survey (Insufficient
time and resources).

• Implement Google Analytics for the purpose of monitoring effectives of all online tactics (Google Analytics were set up but
rarely monitored due to insufficient time and resources).

• Discovering where Grants Pass content is off-site (as it is shared in social networks) and how audiences are interacting with it
(Insufficient time and resources).

• Identifying the number of visitors that use the search engine on the website, and the search terms visitors use revealing the
type of information visitors are looking for or are having a difficult time finding (Insufficient time and resources).

• Creating dashboards and custom reports that would provide meaningful information regarding the reach of the web-based
marketing plan (Insufficient time and resources.)

In analyzing what was and wasn’t accomplished from the 2013 Audit recommendations, it is our view that it would have
taken at least twice the resources being invested in Experience Grants Pass to achieve most of these noble and much
needed initiatives.
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ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CONTRACT
As previously noted, the City of Grants Pass has historically invested 30% of its TLT
collections into Tourism promotion, the minimum amount permitted by State Statutes. In
2019, the breakdown of the $472,110 allocated to Tourism in the City budget looked
like this:
Experience Grants Pass: $313,494
Grants Pass Chamber of Commerce: $70,268
Downtown Welcome Center Costs: $25,994
City Administration Costs: $62,354*

Over the past 5 years, the City of Grants Pass has allocated the following investment into Tourism.**
600,000

543,308

450,000
300,000

343,878

411,470

466,652

472,110

2018

2019

150,000
0

2015

2016

2017

* The City applies TLT revenues to a number of indirect charges related to its management and oversight of the contracts with Experience Grants Pass and the
Chamber of Commerce. Source: The City of Grants Pass, Downtown-Tourism 10 Year Analysis.
** The increase in 2017 was due to one one time transfer to the Capital Lands and Building Fund. Source: The City of Grants Pass, Downtown-Tourism 10 Year Analysis.
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Over the past four years, the budget of Experience Grants Pass has grown due to an increase in the contract in 2018 and an
increase in private event sponsorship sales and revenues due to the agency’s management of three additional events performed
under contract with the City:
480,000

467,587

360,000
240,000

287,673

282,621

FY 15-16

FY 16-17

343,706

120,000
0

FY 17-18

FY 18-19
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Looking into the primary investment, that of the 66% of the 30% of TLT designated
for Experience Grant’s Pass, we see the following budgetary breakout for their
agency in FY18-19:
Administration: $175,025
Events: $134,825
Marketing: 91,913
Welcome Center: $68,864
TOTAL >>> $470,627
The $470,627 budget is clearly in excess of the contracted amount between the City
and Experience Grants Pass. This is due to the DMO’s success in generating roughly
$70,000 in event sponsorship and $38,000 in event sales.

The FY 18-19 breakout is significantly different than what can be observed in the
FY 16-17 Experience Grants Pass budget:
Administration: $101,468
Events: $28,203
Marketing: $94,418
Welcome Center: $58,531
TOTAL >>> $282,620
As a percent of the Experience Grants Pass budget, direct Marketing (Visitor Guides and
brochures, website, print, radio and TV advertising, digital marketing, video, Social
Media and billboards, etc.) has decreased from 33% of the budget to just 20%, as event
management has ballooned from 10% to 29%. During this time, the total dollars
invested in Marketing have risen slightly ($91,913 to $94,418). However, the City’s
contract with Experience Grants Pass for Tourism Marketing increased by $72,000 during this period. Thus, it is clear that virtually all of
the increase was consumed by Special Events that, according to hoteliers with whom we spoke, had little impact on overnight stays.
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ANALYSIS OF PROGRAMMING
Our analysis of efficacy and ROI of the DMO’s Internet, Digital, Social Media and Traditional Marketing was severely hampered by
the fact that Experience Grants Pass was unable to produce post-marketing analytics for much of its contract run. While Google
Analytics were reportedly installed, they were not being regularly monitored and, today, have been lost prior to 2019.
TwoSix Digital, our partner agency in this endeavor, reports that they were not able to see a full year’s worth of data nor compare
it to previous years. However, they were still able conduct an analysis and make conclusions based on the available dataset:

TravelGrantsPass.com
The vast majority of all web traffic is US-based (97%), followed by Canada
(.6%), the United Kingdom (.33%) and Germany (.2%). 61% of your traffic
is from Oregon. About 35% of the traffic is from your home DMA of
Medford-Klamath Falls with about 22.2% of the traffic coming from the
city of Grants Pass. Roughly 2 in 5 visitors go deeper than just viewing
your homepage (the opposite of a “bounce”).
California and Nevada both show promise, with higher page views than
the average site visitor. Wisconsin is an anomaly, as a high number of users
were searching for the “Back to the ‘50s” car show outside of Milwaukee
(75% of visitors bounced as soon as they realized it was the wrong event).
Overall, the TravelGrantsPass website is set up and operating well. There
are a couple of red flags that should be remedied in relation to alt
attributes, but overall, the site is nicely done. However, the Schema (a tool
that improves the way search engines read your site) is currently
displaying errors. Also, some In-Page Links are going to files instead of
webpages. The Team at TwoSix Digital were enthusiastic that Open Graph
Protocols have been added to enhance the way Social Media sites
display TravelGrantsPass.
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Site Analytics from March 11, 2019 to February 1, 2020 indicates just under 54,000 Unique site visitors. The Team at 26 Digital
suggested that, given the destination assets of Grants Pass, they would have expected roughly twice this much traffic. The bounce
rate of 68% wasn’t horrible…but it could be improved. The average time spent on the site was just over a minute and a half, which
is a fairly typical amount of time on DMO websites. Only 14.2% of visitors return, suggesting that some tools for re-targeting these
consumers would be appropriate in future interactions of the site.
62% of all website traffic to TravelGrantsPass is coming from mobile devices with another 8% from tablets. That said, the longest
and best engagement is coming from the 30% of visitors that are using laptop or desktop computing platforms. Load-times for
web pages on desktop computers averaged 5.63 seconds, which is in the lower third for speed of all websites. On mobile, the
site averages 4.1 seconds over 4G networks, placing the site in the slowest 10% in the nation. To put this in perspective, load
times over 5 seconds increases the probability of bounce by 106%.5 At the same time, the tiled approach to website sections on
the mobile design was seen as a best practice.
TravelGrantsPass ranks well in terms of Keywords. As a Google
Rank of 1 through 3 is deemed necessary for effective search,
the website scores very well. At the same time Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) is fairly weak.
The analysts at TwoSix Digital give high scores to Experience
Grants Pass for positioning its blog and upcoming events on
the site’s home page as well as the site’s integration with its
Social Media platforms. They also complemented the agency
for positioning “Featured” attractions and experiences but
struggled to find the Events page because of a less than
intuitive navigation bar.
The Team appreciated the Maps function but believe that
Experience Grants Pass could make this feature more beneficial by having a link to automatically produce directions. They also think
the agency could expand its image library by re-purposing User Generated Content (UCG) that can be found through the web.
5

Google / SOASTA Research (2017)
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While Grants Pass hoteliers with whom we spoke felt most of the community’s special events didn’t drive much overnight business,
the TwoSix Digital Team notes that there was a direct correlation between searches for events and overall website traffic. Facebook
and blog posts promoting the Golden Ghost Town in August and the Historic District in late January also prompted increased
visitation to the TravelGrantsPass website:

Organic Search is powering most of this traffic, according to Google Analytics, and not the DMO’s work in Social Media platforms:
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Regarding Social Media utilization, the TwoSix Digital Team found that Experience Grants
Pass has been placing a heavy emphasis on its Facebook Page with almost daily posts
and roughly 8,900 followers (one a day is considered best practice). The DMO has just
over 3,500 followers on Instagram and posts 3.5 times a week (once a day is
recommended). It communicates via Twitter less than once a week with only 200 followers
(3-5 a day is recommended). It hasn’t posted on Pinterest for over 4 years and posts new
videos on YouTube roughly three times a year.

Current Channel Utilization
Instagram
15%
YouTube
0%
Twitter
1%
Pinterest
0%
Facebook
84%

Ideal channel utilization
YouTube
10%
Pinterest
15%

Twitter
20%

Facebook
30%

Instagram
25%
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EARNED MEDIA
Experience Grants Pass has benefitted greatly from the media it has earned from some significant magazine and online sources.
As tracking has been difficult to achieve with this agency, we must note that some of this coverage has been garnered through
the DMO’s investment in its relationship with Tourism Southern Oregon. Regardless of who is responsible for the coverage, it was
the investment of Experience Grants Pass dollars that resulted in the following highlights:
Trailblazer Magazine
Written for members of the Thousand Trails, an organization comprised of outdoor oriented recreational vehicle owners and campers. Editorial
materials explore the latest developments in equipment and products affecting outdoor activities and lifestyles. Regular issue highlights
include a new product review section, coverage of pertinent shows and meetings and membership information.
Circulation/Audience: 60,000
Trip Savvy
TripSavvy highlights all the wonderful things about Traveling, International Destinations, Outdoor Activities and Adventures, Travel Contests to
enter, Cruises, Road Trips, and more. TripSavvy delivers curated expert advice for family and vacation travelers. We help nearly eight million
people in the U.S. each month have the best travel experience. The site is the #4 largest in the ad-supported Travel Information category with
8 Million Monthly Unique U.S. Visitors. https://www.tripsavvy.com/fun-in-grants-pass-oregon-4015525
Foodista
Foodista covers cooking and baking. It offers recipes, food news, cooking ideas, historical information, wine, trends and other related topics.
Audience: 153,673 https://www.foodista.com/blog/2019/07/18/eating-and-drinking-your-way-through-southern-oregon-part-2-medfordand-ashland
Fodor's Guidebook
Experience Grants Pass hosted author Andrew Collins and edited the Grants Pass section of the Guidebook:
https://www.fodors.com/world/north-america/usa/oregon/southern-oregon/places/grants-pass
Northwest Travel & Life
Northwest Travel and Life was created to give readers interesting and fun ideas for travel destinations. Written with
emphasis on regional travel in the Northwest including Oregon, Washington and Idaho. Features articles from the
wilderness to the city life. Covers history, people, destinations, activities and all other facets of Northwestern life.
Circulation: 45,000
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PAID MEDIA
Experience Grants Pass’ knowledge and use of compelling imagery as part of the brand
guidebook has resulted in a variety of ads that stand out amongst the competition. The top ad (at
right) was placed in the Britt Pavillion’s Playbill for the season. This venue seats 2200 and has a
seasonal run of roughly 75 nights with a variety of performances. Not only does this venue have
an amazing lineup, but it is also home to the world famous Oregon Shakespeare Festival and the
Britt Music & Arts Festival, both attracting visitors from across the USA and reaching an affluent
demographic that is widely sought after.
101 Things To Do is a print publication with distribution in Southern Oregon and Northern California and
has been a staple in the print pieces that Experience Grants Pass has been placing ads over the course of
its contract (second at right). The Grants Pass Adventure in VIA magazine ad (third at right) as well as one in
1859 magazine are an example of paid advertising and additional visibility in publications that have a much
wider distribution outside of the immediate Southern Oregon region.
The lower image is that of a Billboard that was placed along I-5 which garners approximately 28,000 cars
per day. While many felt that this was a great way to reach the thousands of consumers traveling the
interstate, the cost became prohibitive and it was discontinued.
Experience Grants Pass has regularly placed ads in both the Travel Oregon and Travel Southern Oregon
Visitor Guides extending its reach and frequency. And in 2018 and 2019, Experience Grants Pass attended
the San Francisco Travel and Adventure show handing out over 500 visitor guides and interacting with
hundreds of potential visitors at their booth. In the early years of the contract, Experience Grants Pass
exhibited at the Sunset Show in the Bay area and the Portland Travel Show as part of the Travel Southern
Oregon contingency. Over the years, the Experience Grants Pass Visitor Guide has evolved from a
magazine/catalog to a brochure sized piece that is placed in
brochure racks across Oregon in restaurants, hotels and attractions
using one of the top brochure distribution companies in the West.
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VISITOR CENTERS
Destination Welcome / Visitor Centers across the nation have
seen a slow decline in foot traffic over the past decade. With
access to maps and websites at the fingertips of most travelers
with mobile devices, there must be a significant motivator for
someone to enter these buildings (besides to use the
restroom). Communities are increasingly reimagining Visitors
Centers to be more than just a place to pick up brochures and
recommendations. For instance:
The Knoxville TN Visitor Center presents live musical
performances by regional and touring artists every day at
noon, broadcast live via public radio to underscore their
reputation as a hip music town.

The Knoxville Visitors Center Stage

The Fredericksburg VA Visitor Center serves as a ticket office
and starting point for tours.
The DMO in Eau Claire WI has recently opened an “Experience
Center” that goes beyond serving visitors to being where the
Economic Development Office and the University Admissions
Office kick off their tours of the community to prospective
investors and students.

The Eau Clare WI Experience Center

The point here is, unless there is something in addition to the
standard brochures and visitor guides (that they can get on their
mobile devices) the ROI of bricks and mortar Visitor Centers is going
to continue to decline. And, we’ve seen that with both Centers in Grants Pass.
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The City currently maintains a 5-year contract with the Grants
Pass Chamber of Commerce for Visitor Services. This contract
outlines these services as primarily providing a positive,
hospitable image of Grants Pass to visitors and prospective
visitors, utilizing a portion of of their building as a Visitor
Center. The Chamber is required to staff the Visitor Center
(pictured at right) full-time, 6 days a week May through
September and Monday though Friday from October through
April. Other responsibilities include managing and
distributing promotional materials and collaborating with the
City, Tourism and Downtown Service Providers. The Chamber
has a dedicated part-time Visitor Services employee. This
person is responsible for training volunteers and making sure
the counter is covered for the required periods.
Grants Pass Chamber Visitor Center

According to the Chamber’s statistics, annual visitor counts at
the Center have been declining, off more than 1,000 people
in the past two years and down almost 3,000 visitors since a
high of 8,545 in 2014.
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operation are much the same as those of the Chamber plus
Source: Grants Pass Chamber of Commerce
they must be open 6 days / week (48 hours) during the
November-December Holiday shopping season. Experience Grant Pass employs two part time individuals that cover the required
time frames.
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The Downtown Visitor Center counts have fluctuated over the
past five years, hitting a high in 2017 of 7,981* but recording a
low last year of 4,144.
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Last year, the Chamber contract to provide Visitor Center
services was $70,979.58.** Experience Grants Pass has a
contract to provide Downtown Services in the amount of
$65,000. Over the past four years, the amount of money
budgeted by Experience Grants Pass for the operation of the
Downtown Visitors Center has increased from $56,237 to an
underwater total expense of $68,864.
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Utilizing these numbers provided by both agencies, the cost
per visitor served through both Centers in FY 18-19 was
$17.15. The cost per visitor at the Chamber Visitor Center was
$12.46; the cost per visitor at the Downtown Center (pictured
at right) was $22.89.***
There are a number of issues at play in the Visitor Center
conversation. First, because no follow-up consumer research
has been done to ascertain whether the interaction with Visitor
Experience Grants Pass Downtown Welcome Center
Center staff or the information gathered caused any of the
roughly 10,000 people served each year to lengthen their stay or increase
their spending, a true ROI is impossible to calculate. For instance, if Visitor Center interaction inspired half of their guests to spend
an additional night and spend another $200, investing $13.84 per visitor would result in an addition $1 million in visitor spending.
That would be a net gain of $866,154 to local businesses and an ROI that would be hard to dispute. However, without research,
there is no way to estimate the true value of the Visitor Centers.
* Experience Grants Pass acknowledges that the count for 2016 may have been the result of a staffer counting both tourist and resident visits.
** The contract executed in 2017 was for $68,000 but included an annual escalator pinned to the U.S. Department of Labor’s Cost of Living Index.
*** Includes City changes of $25,994 for the building.
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There are still some indications that Visitor Centers have an impact on consumer choice and spending.6 Though staged in 2007,
researchers from Texas A&M University found that Downtown Visitor Centers generally outperform Interstate Visitor Centers, but
part of this can be attributed to the visitors being within walking distance of attractions after stopping into a Visitor Center.
The study found that 16.7% of those who stopped by a Downtown Visitor Center extended their stay (14.3% of Interstate Center
visitors did). 46.9% of those who stopped by a Downtown Visitor Center visited additional attractions (20.4% of Interstate Center
visitors did). 30.6% of those who stopped by a Downtown Visitor Center changed their itinerary based on the visit (11.7% of
Interstate Center visitors did). And, in the end, 35.6% of those who stopped by a Downtown Visitor Center spent more money
than originally anticipated (26.7% of Interstate Center visitors did).
But, at what cost? A study conducted in 2013 by Destination Marketing Association International (now known as Destinations
International) found that the average cost per visitor at Visitor Information Centers was $2.72.7 A White Paper by Destination
Marketing consultant Roger Brooks held that DMOs should aim for a $2.50
cost per visitor.8
With so many ways to look at the Visitor Center conundrum, we find
ourselves thinking back to author Marcus Buckingham's bestselling book,
The One Thing You Need to Know. In it, he holds that every great
company, community and leader knows the most important thing and
never strays from it. During the last recession, then Wisconsin State
Tourism Secretary Kelli Trumble infamously closed all the State’s Visitor
Centers. She pointed to the “one thing” saying, with limited resources, she
could invest in getting people to travel the Badger State or assist them
when they arrived. She held that attracting them was the more important
of the two initiatives.
6

Lee, Hyan and Gretzel: “The Effectiveness of Community Based Visitor Information Centers” (2007)

7

Destination Marketing Association International: “Visitor Information Center Study” (2013)

8

Roger Brooks International: “Visitor Information Centers and Services in the Digital Age.”
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DMO GOVERNANCE
As no performance metrics were established for either the City Tourism Office or Experience Grants Pass, it is impossible to
gauge the efficacy of either initiative or whether one structure is preferable to the other. That said, we can offer two subjective
viewpoints to this query:
From a local stakeholder standpoint, the majority of those we interviewed were effusive in their praise of the marketing upgrade
Experience Grants Pass brought to the table as opposed to previous efforts when the DMO function was housed within the City.
From the branding effort to the elegance of the advertising, Experience Grants Pass is locally credited with effectively enhancing
the image of the destination.
From an industry point of view, an independent DMO possesses
several advantages over the other two primary structures in play
across the county (DMO within government and DMO as a
division of a Chamber of Commerce). Independent DMOs are
typically more agile in maximizing marketing opportunities than
municipal DMOs because they aren’t compelled to go through a
series of government review and procurement processes. As an
example, it took a County-department DMO in Florida two
weeks to gain approval to respond through its Social Media and
Public Relations platforms to an erroneous report on Atlanta TV
that flesh-eating bacteria had been found on their beach.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars of cancelled hotel reservations
ensued because the DMO had to wait before they could refute
the claim.
Independent DMOs are also better positioned to attract private-sector resources than municipal DMOs. Especially in these postpandemic times, it is clear that relying on governmental tax revenues as the primary funding source for destination marketing is a
recipe for disaster. Municipal DMOs have been shown to rarely be able to generate private-sector revenue with which to diversify
their budgets.
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And then, there is the connectivity with the hospitality industry that is so vital to
developing the online content that is critical to telling a destination’s story. While it isn’t
right, businesses are typically less predisposed to work with City staff than they are an
independent contractor. In our work with most municipal DMOs, we have found a
profound lack of connectivity between the business community and the City. Whether
because the DMO doesn’t believe it needs to interact with those they market or
whether businesses are reticent to interact with City staff, the result is a disconnect that
ultimately impacts the ability to generate private-sector revenue.
DMOs within Chambers of Commerce are typically found in two scenarios: in
destinations with very small budgets or in communities in which the economy is almost
completely dependent upon Tourism. However, if the Chamber is engaged in local or
State advocacy efforts in which it could be at cross-purposes with its local elected
officials, this structure often puts the contract with the municipality at risk. Thus, the
DMO is often more appropriately positioned as an independent agency.
Chamber Membership programs can also be problematic for effective destination
marketing if members are the only businesses and attractions that are featured. While
the case (as flimsy as it is) could be made that businesses wanting to be featured in the
destination marketing initiatives should be willing to invest in the Chamber, there are
other reasons such a business may not want to be associated with the organization. If a
municipality is going to invest TLT revenues into a Chamber to perform destination
marketing services, it should be able to expect that all its visitor-related businesses can access visibility through such a program of
work. Indeed, we’ve seen some Chambers decline the opportunity to take on destination marketing because they feared the
impact such an expectation (marketing non-members) would have upon paying members.
All that said, we have seen “best in class” DMOs in all three of the primary structures in play across the nation. Government DMOs
and Chambers of Commerce can be extremely effective if managed properly. But, with roughly two thirds of DMOs in America
operating as independent agencies, this is the structure that has found the most success across the country.
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THE TOURISM ADVISORY COMMITTEE, TRAVEL SOUTHERN OREGON & OTHER DMO PARTNERS
DMOs that are municipal offices or divisions of another agency (i.e., Chambers of Commerce, etc.) typically operate with an
“Advisory Board.” These Boards lack ultimate authority over the enterprise, as they can be superseded by the parent Board or City
Council. Thus, they are the “initial” authority…but not the final authority. They can suggest…but cannot order.
In our conversations with the Tourism Advisory Committee, we heard frustration that Experience Grants Pass rarely sought their
advise or input. And, while appreciative of the work the agency was doing, some members questioned their role and investment
of time on the Committee. And, this is typical in the “Advisory” Board scenario.
Regarding the relationship between Travel Southern Oregon and other DMOs and Economic Development Organizations in the
region, Experience Grants Pass has been a participant and its principal has served on Boards where appropriate. Travel Southern
Oregon staff expressed some frustration with response time occasionally to some media requests with Experience Grants Pass,
but noted that, as a one-person operation, they understood how this could happen.

GRANTS PASS vs. ITS COMPETITIVE SET
Comparing destinations is a difficult task as each destination offers a different hotel inventory, different attractions and amenities
and a unique mix of business versus leisure mix. That said, we can identify the budgets for the primary competitors for the Visitor
Economy with Grants Pass.
From a pure budgetary standpoint, Grants Pass is being outgunned by most of its competitive set.
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The other way to analyze a comp set is to assess the differences in investment of TLT revenue versus the number of available hotel
rooms. With Bend investing over $800 per room and Medford investing over $400, Grants Pass (at $261 per room) comes out in
the shallow end of the pool (the National Average is just over $400 per room). The rate of TLT being charged by the destination’s
comprehensive set is, with the exception of Bend, within a percentage point of the rate charged in Grants Pass. The national
average of the total tax paid on hotel room stays (often including State Sales Tax) is 13.8%. With the Oregon Room Tax returning
to 1.5% in 2010, the effective total tax paid in Grants Pass is 10.5%, considerably under the National Average.
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As to organizational structure, the destination’s competitive set is exceptionally diverse. Grants Pass and (since last year) Roseburg
have contracted with private sector agencies for Destination Marketing services. In Ashland, Astoria, Cannon Beach and Medford,
the DMO function is managed as a division of the Chamber of Commerce. Bend and Corvallis contract with an independent nonprofit 501(c)(6) organization. Discover Klamath is also an independent non-profit organization but is recognized by the IRS as a
501(c)(3) agency, which is unusual, as such a designation is typically reserved for Foundations.
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DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
As Destination Marketing Organizations are increasingly engaged in closely interacting with local businesses, combining
Downtown Services with the DMO function makes a lot of sense. Indeed, merging these two functions in 2014 was prescient, as it
has been in just the past three years that DMOs have doubled-down in partnering with (not just promoting) their business
partners. The vast majority of the Downtown Services outlined in the contract with Experience Grants Pass can be easily
performed during the same conversations and through the same communiqués they should already be doing.
At the same time, asking a DMO to also serve as its Downtown Services coordinator creates a concern that the DMO is
predominantly focused on Downtown interests. While the majority of the tourism attractions are located Downtown, so much
more of the destination’s outdoor recreation opportunities exist outside the city limits.
As to the appropriateness of the City’s investment in Downtown Development against the City’s budget, that is a question that is
virtually impossible to answer from an outsider’s perspective. It would be like asking how important Police and Fire services are to
the City versus its budget. The answer will be different for every municipality.
If the question is whether 11.66% of the TLT is appropriate, we refer back to our earlier statement regarding the utilization of TLT
versus other revenue sources to make Downtown more attractive. If the 11.66% of the TLT is being invested in the type of liaison
services that have been contracted with Experience Grants Pass, the answer is likely “yes.” However, the $65,000 being invested in
Downtown Services is just under a third of the $175,000 collected that is attributable to TLT in the City’s budget.
The Downtown Services elements outlined in the current contract with Experience Grants Pass cover six identified areas of
programing. The first three, concerning the observation and communication back to the City regarding public infrastructure
issues and acting as a liaison between City the Downtown business community and amongst the business community are
activities that, on the surface, appear to be similar to what one would expect from a community-engaged DMO.
There are, however a handful of expected activities that seem, from our perspective, to be outside the typically expected duties of
a DMO. Requiring Experience Grants Pass to be the contact point for parking lot and on-street parking permits seems
incongruous with a DMO’s roll in a community. And, while some DMOs are engaged in Special Event and Festival management,
most avoid these duties because of the exceptional amount of time that is consumed in these efforts as compared to the ROI they
produce. This is not to say that special events aren’t of value to a community. However, most DMOs gauge ROI on how much
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visitor revenue can be attributed to the events. For Grants Pass, that kind of ROI is highly questionable in some of the events with
which the City has tasked Experience Grants Pass.
The fourth and sixth components in the contract, that of “facilitating and promoting” Downtown and “facilitating and assisting
local events,” builds further on the expectation of Experience Grants Pass to be in the events business, specifically activities during
the Holiday shopping season, an annual Community Clean-Up Day and assisting with annual fun runs, bicycle events and parkbased concerts (events that are important for community unity…but light on economic ROI). It also requires Experience Grants
Pass to not just serve as a liaison to the business community but meet with and address resident issues; again, not a typical role
for a DMO.
The fifth element, that of “providing visitor contact,” is absolutely aligned with a DMO’s mission. As noted on page
25, the Downtown Welcome Center has typically welcomed approximately 4,000+ visitors a year.
A large majority of Downtown Merchants with whom we spoke were extremely supportive
and appreciative of the work Experience Grants Pass has done on their behalf. In several
conversations people shared stories of the CEO visiting them in their shop or being on the streets
picking up garbage on a weekend morning after an event. Many intimated that the Director is always
open to new ideas. And, the Merchant News newsletter (pictured at right), while not always published
on a regular schedule, was welcomed. The criticisms we heard were primarily in regards to follow-up
and visibility in the years after Experience Grants Pass assumed management of “Back to the 50s”,
Holiday Plaza and the Fourth of July Celebration. Most of those who voiced a concerned followed the
criticism with a comment that they completely understood why communication and visibility had waned
and that they wished Experience Grants Pass hadn’t taken on these extra responsibilities.
The City’s contract with Experience Grants Pass identifies $65,000 for Downtown Services. Interestingly, the Welcome Center
alone cost more than that amount to operate last year. Thus, Experience Grants Pass has essentially been providing all the other
services outlined in the contract at no charge.
Within the destination’s Competitive Set, only the Ashland Chamber has a program of work that includes Downtown
Development, which they report is handle through engaged committees and task forces.
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SPECIAL EVENTS
Over time, Experience Grants Pass has evolved from an agency responsible for marketing the destination to one that also invests
a sizable amount of resources into special event planning and management. The chronology of this transformation is
unnecessarily convoluted for this analysis. Suffice to say that other community organizations that had managed some of these
events chose to discontinue their involvement over the past few years. Desiring to keep community favorites alive, the City and
Experience Grants Pass agreed that the agency would take on the management of Back to the ‘50s, Holiday Plaza and the 4th of
July Celebration in addition to the other events it was already overseeing.
In analyzing the agency’s budgets for the special events under its purview, we’ve seen expenses grow over time:
Art Along the Rogue was developed by the City of Grants Pass in 2003 as a way to
promote the arts and enrich the community. When Experience Grants Pass was
awarded the contract for Tourism and Downtown Services in 2014, Art Along the
Rogue was part of the package. Estimated Attendance: 12,000 - 15,000.
Costs to produce Art Along the Rogue have increased 34%, from $17,636 in 2015
to $23,634 in 2019, while event revenues from sponsorship and merchandise sales
have declined from $7,995 in 2015 to $6,414 in 2019. If not subsidized through
Experience Grants Pass, the event would have lost $17,220…not counting City
costs for services such as security and public works that are not reflected in the
event’s budget.
Art Along the Rogue Budget:
2015: $17,636 (offset by $7,995 in revenue: $2,345 in Merchandise Sales and $5,650 in Sponsorship)
2016: $19,551
2017: $18,709
2018: $20,259
2019: $23,634 (offset by $6,414 in revenue: $3,441 in Merchandise Sales and $2,973 in Sponsorship)
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Back to the '50s, created 30 years ago by the former Town Center Association, is estimated to
be attended by between 12,000 and 15,000 people each July. In 2018, management of the
event was assumed by Experience Grants Pass.
This is the one event that makes money for the agency, netting just over $12,000 in 2018 and
just over $1,100 last year, thanks in large part to sponsorship from the City of Grants Pass and
Evergreen Bank ($15,000 each) . The total operating budget for Back to the ‘50s was just over
$44,000 last year.
Back to the 50s Budget:
2018: $38,741 / Sponsorship $30,000 / Registration & Merchandise Sales $20,827
2019: $44,191 / Sponsorship $30,000 / Registration & Merchandise Sales $15,346
First Friday Live is a monthly community celebration in Downtown Grants Pass in which retailers, galleries and restaurants host
special receptions, performances, screenings and other events showcasing the work of local and regional artists. It is marketed on
the Experience Grants Pass website as a “Fun Night for the Community.” Expenses have increased 270% since 2016, from $1000
to just over $3700 last year.
First Friday Live Budget:
2016: $1,003
2017: $2,197
2018: $1,580
2019: $3,708
The 4th of July Celebration is a fairly stereotypical Independence Day festival with an estimated attendance of between 3,500
and 5,000. Since being taken on by Experience Grants Pass, costs for this event have been within a few thousand dollars of
$30,000, offset by sponsorship revenues last year of $27,000 ($22,000 of which came from the City) for a net loss of $3,667.
4th of July Budget:
2018: $34,220
2019: $28,667
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Rally Along the Rogue, launched in 2017 by Experience Grants Pass, was a niche celebration of all things camping, including a
competition of retro camping trailers. Its budget fl uctuated over the three year run.
Rally Along the Rogue Budget:
2017: $4,687
2018: $8,569
2019: $4,520
The Christmas Parade and the Holiday Plaza Tree Lighting are events that are presented early in
the Holiday shopping season to encourage shopping Downtown. The Parade attendance is
estimated at between 2,500 and 5,000; the tree lighting attendance is estimated at between 2,600
and 4,000. The Parade’s budget has almost doubled since 2015 but still only costs $2,342 to
produce. The Holiday Plaza’s expenses came in at $16,995 last year with income of $13,000 ($10,000
of which came from the City) for a net loss of just under $4,000.
Christmas Parade Budget:
2015: $1,302
2016: $1,768
2017: $1,643
2018: $2,342
When weighing the ROI of these types of events, there are two primary considerations: economic and community. From an
economic impact standpoint, the investment of public funds makes sense if an event drives a substantial amount of visitation and/
or media visibility. In the case of an event like Back to the '50s (with an estimated crowd size of between 12,000 and 15,000), a
case could be made that the event drives overnight visitation (though it would be nice to know for sure through onsite research).
An event such as First Friday Live, with a significant lower attendance is unlikely to result in a large number of hotel stays. Thus,
using TLT to help subsidize such an event runs counter to the intent of State law. That said, another local event with a similar small
sized attendance (Christmas Lighting and Market) comes at a time in which local lodging, restauranteurs and retailers need the
business and, thus, would likely qualify as appropriate for TLT funding.
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On the other side of the coin, there is the
community impact of special events.
While not quantifiable, there can be no
question that any event that brings
people together for fun, music, food or
other entertainment purposes enhances
the Quality of Life and Place for a
community. These events make Grants
Pass a more attractive community in
which to live. Thus, a robust events
calendar also makes Grants Pass
attractive to future residents and
entrepreneurial investors. The question
is, at what price is the City willing to
support these events in order to gain
and retain residents and business?
In the destination’s Competitive Set, the
Ashland Chamber reports that they run
several events throughout the year, but
most are locally-focused and not major
tourism draws. The Astoria Chamber also
produces events and hires a full-time
employee to manage them. Discover Klamath partners with two other agencies to produce Ride the Rim, an internationally
attended cycling event. Officials there say the event does not cash flow but they continue it each year because of the visitors and
visibility it brings to the region.
Travel Medford and Visit Bend do not produce destination defining events, saying that events are not in their mission and that
there are other organizations and businesses that are better able to do so in their communities.
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POTENTIAL PRIVATE REVENUES TO SUPPORT EVENTS

Before the COVID-19 spawned recession, event sponsorship levels on a national basis had not rebounded to levels seen prior to
the last recession. A recent poll of sponsorship agencies indicates the expected decrease of private sector sponsorship revenues
to eclipse 50% this year.9 This will be a stunning blow to festivals and events across the globe and will call into question the roll of
communities to increase their subsidization of such events to maintain Quality of Life amenities for their residents.
While the future of gatherings in a post-COVID-19 world is uncertain, we will err to the belief that there will be a day when these
events can return. However, with decreased budgets, those events that cannot show a clear connection with driving meaningful
visitation into the destination should no longer be supported through the TLT that is invested in the DMO. City support will need
to come from the General Fund.
That said, despite the research to the contrary, private sector sponsorship of events could actually increase if the City were to award
the future contract to a not-for-profit agency. In our conversations with community stakeholders, there was some reference to a sense
of reticence of local companies investing sponsorship dollars into a for-profit agency due to a lack of transparency. Not-for-profit
agencies are typically more successful in raising sponsorship dollars than municipalities or government. However, the availability of
these revenues in a post-COVID-19 world remains doubtful, none the less.
The consensus of those community leaders and industry stakeholders with who we spoke was that that only Back to the ‘50s and
Art Along the Rogue were actually generating visitation from outside the Grants Pass area. One hotelier estimated that Back to the
‘50s typically produced 30 rooms per night and the Art Along the Rogue generated approximately 15. The other events were
seen as having limited to no impact on hotels.
That is not to say that we didn’t hear strong support for the Fourth of July, Holiday Plaza and the many smaller events that fill the
calendar throughout the year in Grants Pass for the residents of the City. But, whether they should be the responsibility of
Experience Grants Pass or subsidized by TLT is another question altogether.
9

Mark Harrison, “The Impact of Covid-19 on Sponsorship Budgets,” TheDrum.com (4.17.2020)
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS
When we began this assignment, we were charged with analyzing the efficacy of what one stakeholder called “the grand
experiment.” Was the decision to outsource Destination Marketing and Downtown Services paying the dividends that the city
hoped it would in 2014?
During the term of this process, Experience Grants Pass announced that it intended to exercise its right to exit its contract with the
City on June 30, 2020. While this change of circumstance will necessitate a decision much sooner than anticipated, it has had no
bearing on our analysis, findings and recommendations. Indeed, it actually may have served to encourage those community
leaders and stakeholders with whom we spoke to be more candid in their comments because they knew no retribution would
befall them for critical comments.
In addition, when we began this assignment, we were being told that COVID-19 was under control. As that clearly was not the
case, we are now facing the specter of a summer without special events and festivals across this country. Again, this may well be
the year that we understand the importance of these events to Grants Pass.
For many destinations across this country, 2020 will be the great reset. Policies will change, attractions will close and DMOs will
reimagine their role in our communities. We hope our recommendations assist the City of Grants Pass in being ahead of the curve
as it reinvents its efforts to welcome the world and support its business community.

FIRST OFF
There is no question that Experience Grants Pass raised the bar in the marketing of the community. From the new Brand to a
sophisticated marketing strategy that updated the website, moved aggressively into Social Media and created advertising that
was compelling, the agency’s impact cannot be questioned.
That this efficacy was compromised with the addition of Events and Festivals to the organization’s plate can also not be
questioned. Marketing and Event production are two distinctly different skill sets and Experience Grants Pass, for all its willingness
to assist the City with its request to save Back to the ‘50s and other events, was unable to budgetarily and operationally balance
these two functions.
As their tenure as the City’s DMO comes to a close, Experience Grants Pass should be remembered as the agency that brought a
new level of creativity and professionalism to the marketing of the community.
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SETTING NEXT-GEN PRIORITIES
In this brave new world, communities will be forced to reassess priorities in the face of rapidly declining resources. The City of
Grants Pass will need to prioritize the most critically important facets of community and economic development.
The City has at its disposal a revenue stream that is somewhat restricted in use. The Transient Lodging Tax has been used by
Grants Pass for decades, predominantly to fund general city services. Only 30% of the revenue is mandated, through State statute,
to be used for tourism promotion and development. And while one could make the case that at least some of the other 70% may
have been used for tourism related expenditures, that doesn’t appear to be the way City officials view the annual budget process.
While the City is in its legal right to only invest 30% of these revenues into destination
marketing and development, it is clear from the intent of the 2003 State legislation that
the State believes the majority of this revenue stream should be used for Tourism
promotion and development. That the City was grandfathered into its initial investment
of less than a third of this revenue shouldn’t be the issue. The real issue is whether the
City believes that Tourism promotion is important to its future success.
Longwoods International is one of the most respected tourism-centric research firms in
North America. In 2016, they released a groundbreaking study that connected the
influence of tourism advertising on consumer decisions on where to live and
entrepreneurial decisions on where to start a business. Based on a survey of 18,000
Americans, seeing a tourism add markedly increased the level of interest in a
community for purposes other than a visitation. This is why we have coined the phrase
“Tourism is the ‘first date' for economic development.”
Many communities question the need for Tourism promotion. Virtually none
question the need for Economic Development. The reality is they are intrinsically
interconnected. And, brand awareness of a community is critical if meaningful
economic gains are to be realized.

The Question: “Would this be a good
place to start a business?” Shown is
the percent image lift from seeing a
Destination’s tourism ad, visiting the
Destination and doing both. Source:
Longwoods International (2016).

DMOproz is not in the position to gauge the importance of Economic Development
to the City of Grants Pass. We can only assume that it is…and that’s where prioritization comes in.
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Not unlike those "would you rather" games in which one is forced to pick between two impossible choices, that’s what the City
needs to do next. It will need to identify what in the contract for Tourism and Downtown Services is critically important to the
future of the community…because, at least in the short term, available revenues will be scarce.
We believe the most critical responsibility is that of Destination Marketing. We do not take lightly the need for Downtown Services or
special events. They are also important components of a vibrant, attractive and livable community. But without destination marketing
and promotion, nonresident tax revenue will begin to dry up. Businesses that rely on visitors will struggle or close. Residents
employed in a shrinking tourism economy will be forced to move to find work. Without the revenues that visitors impart, a
community’s economy eats itself.
Thus, we believe the City needs to reassess the revenues it invests and destination marketing. If there is remaining revenue to
provide downtown services and special events, that is a bonus. But, as the former Secretary of Tourism for Wisconsin believed, a
community needs to attract visitors first. Everything else comes second.
We appreciate those that believe that a Special Event and Festival strategy must be pursued as a way to attract visitors to Grants
Pass (indeed, our CEO previously managed an event-centric DMO in Illinois). But, we believe those individuals don’t recognize
the year around appeal of the community and its surrounding environment. The two primary events (Back to the 50s and Art
Along the Rogue) assist in increasing hotel stays two weekends a year. And, it’s true that these may serve to encourage repeat
visitation once these visiting consumers experience Grants Pass. But, it’s not like these events fill all the available rooms in Grants
Pass; the impact is merely incremental, according to those with whom we spoke.
That said, these events are extremely important to residents…and the City should do all it can to ensure they survive and flourish
in order to provide a sensational Quality of Life and Place for residents. But, this support should come from resident taxes and
corporate sponsorship…not TLT. If residents resist such an investment of General Fund monies into festivals, then these events
weren’t as important to the community as we were led to believe.
Job One is Destination Marketing. That is how a community attracts new revenue and the generation of non-resident taxes.
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MARKETING THE DESTINATION
Destination Marketing was the primary goal of the initial 2014 contract for services with Experience Grants Pass, as that is where
the lion’s share of the allocated revenue was intended to be spent. Enhanced Downtown Services was essentially an add-on to
Destination Marketing, as it was a City need and there was an expectation (accurate in principal) that the work of a DMO in
engaging its business community coincided with the work of a Downtown Association.
By most accounts from the conversations we had with community leaders and stakeholders, the initial years of Experience Grants
Pass were successful. A new Brand, refreshed website and compelling advertising creative were all acknowledged as significant
upgrades from when the City housed the Tourism Office. It was when Experience Grants Pass took on additional Special Events for a
less than adequate increase in revenue that the criticisms began to be heard and the agency’s accountability came into question.
In our experience with over 200 destinations nationwide, having an entity that is contracted to provide Destination Marketing,
Downtown Services and manage high-profile Festivals and Events is highly unusual. That is not to say it cannot be done, as we
increasingly see innovative partnerships between agencies that provide these services. There is some symmetry, as there is with
locating Economic Development inside a Destination Marketing Organization.
The real issue in play for Grants Pass isn’t whether the structure for handling these initiatives is correct. It’s that the City expected
too much for too little. To the City’s defense, it also had a contractor in Experience Grants Pass that failed to realize that the
additional funds it received for managing those events was insufficient to meet the City’s expectations.
Moving forward, we believe Destination Marketing should be separated from the duties required in managing special
events and festivals or providing services like downtown parking passes and beautification. The next DMO needs to be pure
of purpose and focused on its core mission of marketing the Destination, which is the City of Grants Pass AND those
additional assets that reside outside the city limits that appeal to visitors from near and far.
While the City of Grants Pass houses a majority of the assets, Josephine County does currently offer a variety of amenities
that add to the desirability of the destination as a whole. Going forward, we believe there is a real opportunity, given the
addition of Grants Pass Downs and the support of Dutch Bros in the Community to promote the entire County under the
banner of a Grants Pass DMO. Previous conversations regarding County investment in the Grants Pass DMO should be
resurrected.
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But, first…to the consideration of having Destination Marketing return as a City Department or continue to be outsourced. As
noted, we have seen examples of both structures that work efficiently and successfully. However, the government DMO model
comes with two primarily inherent defects.
First is the issue of being able to attract private sector investment to increase the DMO’s budgetary resources. Especially in this
post-COVID-19 era, the realization that a single primary source of revenue (TLT) is no longer acceptable is clear. DMOs will need
to run with a diverse set of revenue streams to survive times when hotels are shuttered or travel is banned. While not impossible,
we have not seen a municipal DMO be able to raise a meaningful level of private sector cooperative investment in their programs
of work.
The other issue is that of speed to market. Government agencies are typically conservative in their approach to public comment…
and for good reason. They need to be sensitive to the many publics they serve and the legal realities of our time. But, when it comes
to marketing a community, speed is often critical in addressing erroneous media or taking advantage of an unexpected opportunity
that presents itself. DMOs that are required to go through a series of approvals often forfeit opportunities in the marketplace.
The most common structure for a Destination Marketing Organization is as a 501(c)(6) not-for-profit corporation. The
advantages are rooted in the concepts of governance control, industry participation and the ability to generate private sector
revenue in an ever changing marketplace. These advantages become more pronounced when compared against the other
possible structures.
Governance Control
Control is a core strength of the City DMO structure. It is as well with the 501(c)(6) model. It’s just a different kind of control. For
the City, that control comes in the form of having its own employees actually expend the budgeted revenues. Once collected,
Lodging Tax revenues never leave the City until it’s time to spend it.
For a 501(c)(6), control occurs in two ways. At the Governance level, the strength lies in a singular command-and-control Board of
Directors. While Advisory Committees may be created to assist with strategization and business decisions, the final authority for
the Organization resides with the Board of Directors.
In addition, most 501(c)(6) associations operate under very specific contracts for services with their City. Such a legal arrangement
provides control to the City that ensures that they will receive the services and results they desire, as well as a clear cut set of
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directives for the Board to direct the CEO to accomplish. Indeed, the City may actually enjoy a greater level of control than it
would have over its own employees if the contract is written in such a manner that the 501(c)(6) must perform to goals or face the
prospect of losing the contract in subsequent years.
Industry Support and Participation
The best DMOs have deep, productive and co-operative relationships with their partners in the visitors and hospitality industry.
When the successful DMO schedules a site inspection for a tournament planner, partner businesses often jump to provide
complimentary rooms, meals and services to help the DMO impress the event planner so they’ll choose the destination over the
competition. Other DMOs provide co-op advertising opportunities to their industry partners in order to generate additional
revenues to expand the advertising reach and frequency of the destination.
An independent DMO can often develop more effective relationships with area businesses that support and benefit from the
visitors industry because those businesses know that the DMO is 100% dedicated to their success. There is no question about
competing agendas within the organization or a fear that lodging tax revenues could be utilized for non-tourism related activities
(a common charge leveled at parent organizations by subsidiary DMOs). Visitor industry businesses are at their most engaged
when working with an independent DMO structure.
Marketplace Agility
Managed like a private-sector business, a 501(c)(6) DMO can more rapidly respond to changes in the marketplace than other
organizational structures that operate under more layers of oversight. As long as budgetary resources are available, standalone DMO Boards can approve shifts to a destination marketing plan within days of an opportunity presenting itself...or a
threat appearing on the horizon. The independent DMO will possess Marketplace Agility through a less cluttered form of
organizational governance.
Ability to Generate Additional Revenue Streams
Privatized DMOs have found that they are able to generate additional revenue streams that were previously impossible as a unit
of government or another agency. On one hand, industry partners are often much more predisposed to investing in a private
organization than writing checks to a governmental body, as they believe their money will be maximized by an independent
DMO. On the other hand, because of a fear of allowing private corporate investment to influence public policy, some City
regulations may inadvertently block many of the ways that private sector funding and support could be raised, forfeiting the
opportunity to leverage public money with private funds and expand the DMO’s reach.
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That said, there is another alternative that the City could consider; that of contracting with the Grants Pass / Josephine County
Chamber of Commerce to provide destination marketing services. As previously noted, there are some challenges in
combining destination marketing with the mission of an agency that is “to support and promote local commerce through
communication, advocacy and partnerships.” 10
Disadvantages to a DMO residing within a Chamber of Commerce include having the enterprise at contractual risk because of
Chamber advocacy initiatives that may run counter to the Mayor or members of the Council. The challenge of representing nonmembers as an existential threat to existing member renewal revenue is always an issue. And, there is the concern that Chambers
of Commerce are typically not adept at marketing; their strength is in ensuring that their members are successful.
Another concern is that, in research conducted by Zeitgeist Consulting in 2006, over 90% of DMOs that had been housed in their
Chamber of Commerce before shifting to an independent model reported that the number one reason for leaving the Chamber
was that it was utilizing TLT revenues designated for the DMO for non-tourism related initiatives. And, as many of today’s
Chambers of Commerce increasingly struggle to maintain their own private-sector membership revenue streams, such attempted
reallocations of TLT within Chamber-DMO combos is becoming more prevalent.
That said, there are advantages that can be gained from contracting with a Chamber for DMO services.
First off, the Chamber already exists as a 501(c)(6).
There is no start-up phase required. But, beyond that:
Existing Business & Community Support
Assuming the Chamber of Commerce has strong support from the business community, a DMO within the organization could
enjoy a greater level of business community support by virtue of this relationship. Especially in the case of a Chamber that has a
high degree of infl uence in the local political sphere, a subsidiary DMO would also enjoy a degree of protection against those
who would hope to redeploy TLT resources or otherwise harm the DMO.

10

Grants Pass / Josephine County Chamber of Commerce website
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Unifying Economic Development Messaging
For those Chambers of Commerce that believe their mission includes economic development, there is also the argument that
having destination marketing and economic development under the same umbrella would help unify efforts and messaging for
the region. While this could also be accomplished through interagency agreements to use the same ad agency, logo and/or
brand, the reality is that independent agencies rarely agree to such ideas without sharing formal governance.
With no disrespect to the Grants Pass Chamber, the history of Chamber/DMO combos has rarely been successful unless the
economy is predominantly visitor dependent or the community and resources are too small to support two community
development organizations. But, with the correct contractural direction between the City and its Chamber, the format can work.

DMO ROI GOING FORWARD
The Experience Grants Pass revenues that were dedicated to marketing vacillated over the term of its contract with the City,
mostly due to the addition of an event strategy that consumed a portion of revenues that should have been going to
marketing. As noted on page 16, roughly 33% of the agency’s FY 16-17 budget went to direct marketing. Last year, that
number had shrunk to 20%.
While these percentages may appear to some observers as a misappropriation of TLT,
Experience Grants Pass used a fairly typically accounting style that undervalues the
impact of management on the enterprise. Salaries, taxes and benefits were loaded into
the Administration line when the agency’s Director should not have been classified as
Administration. It was his work in Destination Marketing, Downtown Services and Events
that powered the Organization. Thus, according to the generally accepted accounting
procedure of Activity Based Costing (ABC), the Director’s salary and associated costs
should be applied to the functional areas in which he applied his time.
As we are not able to ascertain the percentage of time the DMO’s CEO spent on each
functional area, we are unable to determine a true ROI. Going forward, the DMO should
be investing roughly 70% of its marketing muscle into online, digital and social media
platforms, according to the experts at TwoSix Digital…and they have offered the “Best
Practice” recommendation for how the digital spend should be directed at right.
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From a prioritization standpoint, we believe that the City and next DMO should focus on the following tactics:
1. The Website: it’s the primary tool in conveying brand and telling the destination story.
2. Membership in and co-operative marketing through Tourism Southern Oregon: TSO has been instrumental in scoring earned
media for Grants Pass and offers opportunities for its members that many could not maximize on their own.
3. Social Media: As outlined on the previous page and at current budgetary limitations, Social Media is where Grants Pass can
achieve its greatest consumer visibility.
4. E-mail Newsletters: Grow the databases through the use of regular email communications and targeted campaigns.
5. Traditional media & collateral: The remaining budget should be invested in strategic traditional advertising producing
brochures and collateral for inbound or in-market consumers. It still plays a roll, especially for Boomers…but, in this postpandemic world, new research indicates that it will be Gen Z and Millennials that will travel first.

DOWNTOWN SERVICES
While many of the communication items listed in the contract under Downtown Services are
also being provided by the Business Advocate for the City, there is the ability to assign these
services to one office or the other. As previously noted, the Next-Gen DMO will be one in
which regular communication with local merchants becomes more important as ever as
agencies like Experience Grants Pass will need this interaction to build online marketing
content to drive visitation.
That said, the Business Advocate is already doing this work to retain and enhance the Downtown
business community. And, requiring the DMO to specifically address Downtown issues could
jeopardize a future opportunity to develop a county-wide effort for Destination Marketing.
As the next DMO for Grants Pass should be expected to be interconnected with the entire
business community (not just Downtown) by necessity to effectively do its job, we do not believe
the Downtown needs to be specifically outlined in a future contract. And, the Parking Permit
function should be transferred to another agency as DMOs should not be forced into regulatory functions.
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As noted previously, many of the communication and liaison services listed in the original Tourism / Downtown Services contract
are also being provided by the Business Advocate as she interfaces with all business owners on behalf of the City. In her role, she
is able to bring any areas of concern to City leaders. It is also our understanding that the City employs an officer to patrol the
Downtown district in order to address parking and homelessness challenges. We believe that this person is also able to report
back to City leaders regarding any potential infrastructure, parking and/or specific challenges that would need to be addressed
by City Government, as they are also on the Downtown streets each day.
And, as the next DMO should be one in which regular communication with all local merchants is seen as critically important in
order to build online marketing and social media content to drive visitation, we believe the Downtown will be adequately
represented through the interaction with these three entities. Requiring the DMO to specifically address Downtown Services
issues could jeopardize a future opportunity to develop a county-wide effort for Destination Marketing. We do not believe the
communication with (or the marketing of) Downtown merchants needs to be specifically outlined in a future contract with the
DMO. For those that believe such an assumption of collaboration between these three entities to be insufficient, the next DMO
contract could include a passage codifying such an arrangement. But, requiring the DMO to perform services already being
handled by the City’s Business Advocate seems duplicative and needlessly burdensome to its true Mission.
One of the other services that was outlined in the previous agreement with Experience Grants Pass included management of the
Welcome Center, which we do not believe is providing a significant enough return on investment to continue at this time. If the
City feels that it is absolutely necessary to keep the doors open, it could potentially be staffed with volunteers until a decision is
made about the future use of the building. It is our opinion that the motivation for the general traveling public to enter a “Visitor/
Welcome Center” to pick up brochures and ask questions/directions will continue to decline in the years ahead. We believe there
are other options to service travelers that are already in-market without the overhead and cost of operating a center.
For those that believe that the Downtown is being undervalued through the present array of services being provided by the
Business Advocate, downtown cadets and the DMO, we would suggest they advocate for the creation of a new Downtown
Association to perform these services. However, in the recovery from this pandemic-fueled recession, private sector investment in
such an agency will likely be difficult to secure unless the program of work is more impactful than what is currently outlined the
the current contract for services with Experience Grants Pass.
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SPECIAL EVENTS & FESTIVALS
There is no question that Special Events and Festivals contribute to the
Quality of Life and attractiveness of a community for current and prospective
residents. Whether Grants Pass events attract overnight visitors is another
issue. With no real on-site research available from past event attendees, we
are left to rely on local hoteliers’ accounts of nominal room night acquisition.
State statutes require that TLT be used to generate overnight stays from
individuals that reside more than 50 miles from Grants Pass. Strict adherence
to the Statute would indicate that TLT should not be used to support local
events. That said, there is a growing appreciation that day trips to a
community for such events might actually inspire a longer, overnight visit in
the future.
While we could support the City’s DMO continuing to manage one or two
high profile, destination-defining festivals, event production is not typically in
a DMO’s DNA (especially at the current budget being invested). Ideally, there
should be the development of an additional 501(c)(3) organization to
specifically and only plan and execute destination-defining events and assist
in the marketing of other events as needed. This organization, if designed
appropriately, could be a subsidiary Foundation under the DMO (or managed
independently), positioned to receive private sector revenues as well as the
City’s investment of General Fund dollars to support these events.
Unless the City is prepared to invest substantially more than it has with
Experience Grants Pass for event subsidization, it should find another
organization to take on this role or take on event support as a function of of City government. As has been proven over the past
few years, the time and resource consumptive nature of special event management ended up taking the DMO’s eye off its
primary role of Destination Marketing.
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Given that the future of large gatherings is uncertain at this
time, another option would have the City put Art Along the
Rogue, Back to the ‘50s and other events out to RFP. The City
could also create a new position under the Community
Development Department that would encompass Downtown/
Community Events Management in order to oversee the
logistics and actual production costs.
One of the best examples of a City’s support for festivals and
events is Spartanburg SC, where the City runs two Downtown
music events a month during the summer months and 4
other festivals (including 4th of July and a Dickens Holiday
event). The City also financially supports and permits 9 other
events, operating with a full-time staff of 3 and a significant
core of volunteers.

VISITOR CENTERS
As noted in this analysis, the evolution of Visitor Centers to
become welcoming centers for entrepreneurs and potential
residents is just beginning in this country. As such, we certainly
would be predisposed to support such Centers as more than
just for visitors.
However, given the limited investment the City has historically
made in Destination Marketing (and that the cost per visitor to
provide this service is exceptionally high), there simply isn’t
enough money to support Visitor Centers in Grants Pass
unless the City agrees to invest more in Destination Marketing. The roughly $130,000 that goes into these two operations (not
counting rent) would have a much greater impact in attracting visitors to the destination than encouraging an incremental
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increase in existing visitor spending. That said, transitioning the staffing of these Centers to volunteers would allow the service to
continue without the (relatively) excessive cost per visitor.
This is in no way to say that the Chamber of Commerce should discontinue its Visitor Center operation, as it is a valuable service
to its members. Nor do we believe the City should abruptly cancel its contract with the Chamber (which runs through June of
2022), as it could place the organization in a difficult financial position. We just believe the revenue invested by the City into
Visitors Centers would have a higher ROI if invested into a more aggressive destination marketing program to bring people to
Grants Pass.

THE NEXT CONTRACT
For the reasons outlined previously, we believe the City of Grants Pass would be most effectively served by a Destination
Marketing Organization that is a 501(c)(6) not-for-profit corporation. While there have been some concerns with outsourcing
this function over the past few years, we believe those concerns stem from the previous contract being with a for-profit
corporation, not from outsourcing.
As a for-profit corporation, Experience Grants Pass has been exempt from many of the governance, reporting and transparency
requirements that one would expect from a not-for-profit corporation. As a private-sector contractor, Experience Grant Pass was
not required to be answerable to its Tourism Advisory Committee, blocking what the City ostensibly would have expected to be
the oversight and governance body for the effort. Just as any construction or waste removal contractor, the City doesn’t have the
authority to direct how the company does business…only to affirm that the job being contracted has or has not been performed.
An independent 501(c) organization offers the transparency and governance aspects that the City desires in a DMO in which it
invests revenues to effectively market the community. There will be a Board of Directors that possesses the initial and (if the
contract is not awarded to an existing 501(c) organization) final authority over the affairs of the corporation. Reporting to the City
can be more clearly defined. And, most importantly, 501s are typically more adept at private sector fundraising to leverage
against the City’s investment in Destination Marketing and build the budget to a more competitive level (see chart on page 29).
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The other option, of course, would be to bring the DMO operation back in house as a division or department within City Hall. In all
the interviews and focus groups we conducted during our research phase, we failed to see Stakeholder support to returning the
function to the City. It was this lack of support (and the preceding arguments) that has led us to recommending a 501(c)(6)
independent DMO structure.
A third option would be to contract for DMO services with an existing non-profit organization, such as the Chamber of Commerce.
Indeed, this is where the majority of DMOs were launched over 30 years ago. However, this format has fallen out of favor recently (fewer
than 17% of DMO’s in the DMOproz database are divisions of Chambers)* for a few reasons.
Members are the lifeblood of a Chamber’s very budgetary existence. Unless there is a strongly worded aspect to the DMO
contract that the Chamber will market all businesses and attractions, not just its Members, the community is not fairly served by its
DMO. As many Chambers work in the Governmental Affairs arena, there is the chance that their advocacy work could be counter to
the interests of some with City Leadership, resulting in pressure being placed upon the DMO’s funding. And, not unlike the present
situation, the DMO Board would be merely advisory in nature; the Chamber Board would retain the final authority.
The City should also begin to embrace the intent of the 2003 State Statute that, while it doesn’t apply to Grants Pass, would
result in a more robust Destination Marketing effort. While there is no empirical research to back up our contention, our
experience across the nation with over 200 DMOs over the past two decades has shown us that there are certain budget markers
that suggest the effi cacy of such agencies.
The price of admission, as it were, to have a significant impact on a community is ±$500,000. DMOs operating with less than a half
million dollars can certainly have an incremental impact on their community, but it is rarely substantial because they are unable to
attain meaningful reach and frequency of their marketing messages. Travel consumers who are already aware of a destination may
be inspired to visit because they are already engaged on Social Media or recognize the brand through advertising. But, DMOs with
budgets such as Experience Grants Pass (currently at $300,000 contractually) are typically unable to seriously move the needle as
administrative and staff costs consume so much of the budget as to leave less than $100,000 for paid marketing.
* Destinations International research shows that less than 5% of their members are divisions of Chambers of Commerce. Because so many small destination
DMOs are not members, we find that number unrepresentative. With over 25 years of work in this space, we believe that our DMO database is the most
comprehensive in the nation. That said, we recognize that State Chamber research indicates that percentage could be higher in Oregon. It must be noted that
a lot of small Chambers claim to be their community’s DMO in the absence of an official agency or effort.
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Once a DMO reaches the half million dollar mark, it typically has the resources to maintain a staff of three that can generate new
private sector revenue streams to expand marketing, develop local content through regular interaction with the business
community and begin to expand its marketing outside of a 100-mile radius (the types of visitors that will spend the night and,
thus, more money in the destination). The next threshold is $1 million. With a staff of 5 and a paid media budget of ±$350,000,
this is the level where a DMO can be omni-present on Social Media, place television ads in key feeder markets, produce
breathtaking videos and be a sensational asset to the business community.
Grants Pass, in a normalized year, has the capacity to develop close to a $1 million DMO if it were to invest 70% of its Room Tax in
Destination Marketing. And, once a DMO gets to that level, it can typically generate another $100,000-$200,000 in private sector
revenue through cooperative marketing programs, merchandise sales and partnership programs.
Of course, we understand that even in a normalized year, switching the investment model from 30% to 70% would be virtually
impossible. Thus, we recommend that such a shift be implemented over the next 5 years, increasing the percentage of TLT
directed to Destination Marketing by 8% a year (or roughly
$125,000, given current collections). In this way Grants
Pass would be more able to compete with other Oregon
and West Coast destinations such as Medford and
Klamath Falls.
Regardless of the level of investment Grants Pass makes in
its next DMO, it needs to be clearer about its expectations
from a performance perspective instead of an activity
perspective. Rather than require the DMO to “do this,” the
City should encourage the DMO to achieve certain
benchmarks and goals each year.
This can be a tricky proposition, as Mayors and City
Councils don’t typically speak in the vernacular of the
travel industry (Room Nights, Occupancy, ADR, RevPar,
etc.). So, rather than arbitrarily set goals based on the prior
year (which, of course, this year would be a fool’s errand),
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we suggest that, upon the negotiation phase of the new contract, the City clearly lay out its primary goals for the investment of
TLT into its new DMO. In the communities with whom we’ve worked, we’ve heard a number of primary goals. For one, it was brand
awareness to encourage entrepreneurial investment. For another, it was a more traditional focus on increasing Room Tax revenue.
For another, it was reducing the Convention Center subsidy. And, for another, it was about increasing Sales Tax revenue.
The question that must be answered before the City goes to contract with a new DMO is “what is most important to Grants
Pass?” That will dictate the performance measures the City puts in place for its next DMO.
But, please know…DMO performance measures are not dictated; they are negotiated. The DMO should know its capabilities given
the revenues at its disposal. The DMO should suggest the goals for each year, given their industry intelligence of trends and then
discuss the appropriateness of those goals with the City. Should the City believe the goals to not be aggressive enough, that
conversation needs to be had. But, in the end, the DMO should know what it can achieve, given its resources.

THE NEXT FEW MONTHS
While we believe the long-term benefits of establishing a 501(c)(6) non-profit to manage the City’s Destination Marketing efforts is
in its best interests, the City finds itself in an unfortunate situation, given the recent announcement that Experience Grants Pass
has elected to resign its contract on June 30, 2020. That means, the City will likely not have a DMO in place for the first few
months (or longer) as the nation comes out of quarantine and faces a recession. While unfortunate, this may be perfect time to
push the reset button and start fresh using the building blocks that Experience Grants Pass has established.
Effectively proclaiming that Grants Pass is the ideal destination to continue to practice some form of social distancing while
experiencing the great outdoors and the small town charm of the area is going to be critical to the community’s economic recovery.
Thus, as it maps out its next steps in establishing a new DMO, the City should consider engaging a digital marketing firm, on a
limited contract, to maintain a robust Social Media presence and perform website updates in the interim. We recognize that this will
likely take the form of another for-profit company in the short-term…but the City cannot afford to go dark when travel restarts as
visitors will infuse much-needed revenue into local businesses and generate non-resident taxes to restore the City’s budget.
While some may be tempted to make this a longer-term strategy as the community emerges from COVID-19, we caution that
hiring out this function to an ad agency is a short-sighted solution. Before the addition of events to its business model created
mission creep for Experience Grants Pass, the for-profit model was working because the agency was local. During this pandemic,
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Experience Grants Pass dove in and helped create resources and was responsive to local businesses, posting their pick-up and
takeout options and hours. An agency not located within the community would likely not be in the position to do the same
because it wouldn’t possess the relationships a local DMO would have.
At the same time the City engages a firm to ensure that the digital visibility of Grants Pass isn’t lost in the interim, it should either
apply for a corporate designation for a new DMO with the Stare of Oregon (IRS designation can come later) or contract with an
existing not-for-profit organization to manage its Destination Marketing program. If the former, the City should move to establish
a non-profit corporation with the Secretary of State to get the process rolling. 501(c)(6) status from the IRS typically takes 6-8
months and is not necessary to launch a DMO…but should be accomplished within 18 months to secure the financial advantages
of a non-profit status.
Once it confirms its intention to contract for its future Tourism Promotion Organization, the City should work with Experience
Grants Pass to secure the TravelGrantsPass log-ins for all its Social Media accounts and access to all URLs purchased by
Experience Grants Pass related to the existing contract for services. The transfer should also include all databases that were
generated as well as securing its membership and connection with Travel Southern Oregon.
A new DMO will require a new contractual agreement with the City. We strongly recommend that the next contract stipulate that
30% of total TLT collections be remitted to the DMO (not a flat fee) and that there be incremental increases in the years ahead
until that percentage reaches the 70% of collections (as intended by the current State Statutes regarding lodging taxes).
Performance Measures, Audits, and Expectations should
be clearly outlined and regular quarterly presentations to
Council should be the new norm.
Given the uncertain future of Events in a post COVID-19
world, we believe that those functions will have to be
reassessed at a later date. Whether it is a few hundred
people wandering the streets for a First Friday event or a
few thousand for Art Along the Rogue, it is likely that new
health and safety protocols will be designed that could
impact festivals going forward. Even if those events are
able to proceed in short order or with limited attendance,
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those new stipulations may require larger financial investments in order to ensure public safety. The downturn in the economy
may impact the availability of local and regional sponsorships. There are just too many unknowns to be able to forecast or make
recommendations about the future ROI of Events and Festivals.
As mentioned earlier, one solution would be to create a 501(c)(3)
Foundation that would oversee a grant or fund that would be
earmarked for specific events. Another solution would be to create a
position within the City’s Parks & Community Development Department
that would essentially oversee the local events from a logistical
standpoint dictating scheduling, licensing, layout, security, street
closings, park or street usage, trash, traffic, parking and more of any and
all events that take place within City limits. However, strict guidelines
should be developed to restrict the use of TLT revenues within such a
fund to events that can be proven to produce a marked increase in
overnight visitation, in keeping with State Statutes.
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CLOSING THOUGHTS

As America emerges from the ravages of this country’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, there will be only an agenda-driven
few that will be able to deny the critical importance of the travel industry to this nation’s economy. As this nation shifted from
manufacturing to a service and creative economy, few realized the importance of travel as a driving component of it.
And, that importance isn’t limited to the
Tourism and Hospitality industry, as the effect
of the loss of travel has rippled into virtually
every aspect of the economy. As travel led the
nation’s decent into its next recession, travel
will be the industry that leads it back out. And,
that’s why a rededication to Destination
Marketing will be so important to the future of
Grants Pass.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor (4.28.2020)

Experience Grants Pass has helped elevate the City’s brand, image and visitation
during its run as the community’s Destination Marketing Organization. If there was a weakness, it was in record-keeping,
accounting and taking on several community events without the proper understanding of just how time and resource
consumptive festivals can be. Beyond that, we believe the agency did stellar work.
As the City looks to its future, it finds itself at an interesting intersection. With diminished resources and an evolving shift in
consumer and resident sentiment about travel and public gatherings, the community must have an honest conversation
regarding its future. What is important to Quality of Life? What has the community been doing because it is tradition versus what
residents and the business community really want and need? The answers to these questions will indicate how the future of
Destination Marketing, Downtown Services and Festivals and Events will be re-imagined.
During a conversation with the PAVE Committee, a member asked how Grants Pass could become “best-in-class;” a noble and
forward-thinking question. While most of the examples we were able to offer in each of the functional areas addressed in this
report are from larger destinations with the availability of significantly greater resources, the thought process behind each is
scalable to a smaller community.
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For instance, we believe the Newport Beach CA organizational model is the “best-in-class” approach to Community Marketing.
Newport Beach & Company is the umbrella marketing agency for the DMO, Economic Development, the Restaurant Association,
Events and Festivals and other interests. The City wanted symmetry in its community development and encouraged its DMO to
develop a new model that would address what it believed would most effectively enhance the attractiveness of the community to
both visitors and investors.
Best-in-Class Destination Marketing? That would be Puerto Rico. But, with a $25 million budget, how does that relate to Grants
Pass? They are the best, not because of reach and frequency of their message but, because they tell a compelling story in ways
that capture the zeitgeist. For instance, during quarantine, they offered online cooking, dancing and mixology classes to stay in
front of their target consumers.
For Downtown Services, we would point to Des Moines. We don’t know what they do that is best-in-class, but modeling after an
Association that presides over a Downtown that is consistently rated Top 5 in countless business and lifestyle publications means
they are doing something sensationally right.
And, as we previously noted, the City of Spartanburg SC has decided that their events and festivals are so important to residential
Quality of Life and visitor attraction that they run a bunch of events as part of the services they provide to residents. It comes
down to what is important for residents and the business community. And, in these recessionary days, Grants Pass needs to
decide what it wants to be and what’s important when we come out the other side.
What makes a place great is an engaged and invested private sector with an assisting hand, where appropriate, by the public
sector. This is why we believe the City should continue contracting its marketing out to an outside agency…just not a for-profit
agency. An independent non-profit association provides the governance and transparency the City should expect while enabling
the agency to be nimble, creative and generate private sector funds to expand the reach of the City’s investment.
DMOproz thanks the City of Grants Pass, the PAVE Committee, Experience Grants Pass and all the Oregon DMOs that provided
guidance and insight into the opportunities before the community. As we emerge from this recession, we look forward to be
among the first that make Grants Pass our next leisure destination.
Bill Geist & Terri White / DMOproz
14 June, 2020
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ADDENDUM A:
ESTABLISHING AN INDEPENDENT NON-PROFIT DMO
Should the City of Grants Pass agree with this analysis and be committed to reinforcing its Destination Marketing presence in the
consumer travel marketplace, we have recommended the establishment of an independent, not-for-profit association Destination
Marketing Organization to lead those efforts under contract with the City.
The creation of any non-profit association begins with the selection of a “starter” Board of Directors to begin the process of
incorporation with the State of Oregon, filing for non-profit status with the Internal Revenue Service and adding additional
members to the Board. The initial Board could be made up of City officials, local community leaders or a combination…but it
need be no more than four or five individuals to satisfy filing requirements.
After seating the initial Board (which may or may not continue in place once the organization springs to life), bylaws must be
established and corporation papers filed with the State. An EIN number must also be secured from the IRS.
With the initial legal requirements satisfied, the start-up Board then needs to begin developing a process for selecting, seating
and orienting a full Board of Directors. When you strip the mission of a DMO down to its most basic role, it’s about the creation of
economic impact and wealth. All social, governmental and quality of life advantages flow from the enhancement of the economy
and non-resident generated taxes. Thus, an important step in the development of the “new” DMO will be the creation of a
governing Board that represents the entire community.
Note that we did not say the “hospitality” or the “tourism” industry. While it may, on the surface, seem like those closest to the
DMO’s target customer would have the best ideas for directing the affairs of the agency, those closest to the industry may have a
short-term view of the world. And, as the best Boards possess long-range, strategic visions, a diverse mix of individuals makes for
the best governance.
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The most recent research by Destinations International found that the average size of a non-profit DMO Board is 18 members.
However, the average size of a DMO Board when the annual budget is less than $1.5 million was closer to 11 members.
Many governance experts believe the optimum size for a Board of Directors is 9...but we believe that the reach of a DMO into
virtually every facet of a community is significantly broader than most non-profit associations that are focused on a very distinct
niche. We suggested that the DMO Board is, as the Wizard of Oz would say, “a horse of a different color,” requiring a more
inclusionary representation of community leaders. In addition, including a diverse collection of business and community leaders
may serve to help diversify future DMO funding. As the current pandemic has revealed, relying only on hospitality taxes is a recipe
for organizational disaster.
We advise our clients that the Board needs to be comprised of individuals that can make things happen. From Organizational
strength and funding to advocating for Destination Development, the DMO Board must be comprised of community leaders that
are well connected and influential.
In order to ensure a broad-based, representative Board, we recommend that seats be assigned to various industry sectors in the
following manner:
2 Hotel GMs / Owners
1 Restaurant Owner / GM
1 Retail Owner / GM
1 Attraction Owner / GM
1 Arts/Cultural Leader
1 Outdoor Recreation Representative
1 Financial Industry President / VP
1 Major Employer or Developer (Owner or President)
4 At-Large (to satisfy geographic, gender, ethnic, age, handicapped and other critical diversity criteria)
Plus 2 Ex-Officio seats: 1 each to the City and County.
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Based upon the preceding guide, the Start-Up Board will need to identify the community leaders and influencers that would be
invited to serve as the inaugural Board of Directors. The following criteria for the selection of Board members is recommended:

• Must be committed to the Mission of the Organization, to increase consumer awareness of and visitation to Grants Pass and be
able to strengthen the organization through their expertise and influence in the community

• Must be highly regarded and respected in the community
• Must be informed, available and engaged, willing to actively attend and participate in no less than 70% of regularly scheduled
Board Meetings

• Must be able to make decisions that are in the best interest of the organization and the destination, not in the best interest of
the individual

• Possess leadership skills, including ability to respect historical and cultural perspectives, credibly assess the current

environment and communicate an inspirational future direction that engages and motivates positive changes in the
organization and the destination

• Supporting of a culture that fosters inclusion, creativity, open dialogue and thoughtful risk taking
A sample Job Description for Board Members can be found as Exhibit A on the next page. A sample Board Code of Ethics is
included as Exhibit B.
We recommend Board terms of three years (initially staggered to ensure continuity) with Board members eligible to serve two
terms (six years) before being required to step off for at least one year, should they wish to continue to serve. This format
encourages new voices and ideas to become part of the community’s efforts at enhance Quality of Life and Place. Indeed, there
has been research that indicates that the average Board member ceases to be an effective advocate / leader at 9 years.10 Despite
concerns by some that the lack of a sufficient talent pool in small towns requires longer Board terms, we’ve never seen this need
in all our work in small communities across the country.
10

Huang and Hilary, “Zombie Board: Board Tenure and Firm Performance,” Singapore Management University (2017)
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EXHIBIT A
SAMPLE BOARD JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
Expectations of the Board as a Whole
•

Determining and regularly update the mission and vision of the DMO

•

Select and evaluate the performance of the President / CEO

•

Commit to regularly scheduled Strategic Planning

•

Ensure strong fiduciary oversight and financial management (including annual outside financial audits)

•

Establish, review and, when appropriate, modify governance policies of the DMO

•

Articulate and promote organizational values

•

Regularly assess opportunities for resource development

•

Approve and monitor the DMO’s programs and services

•

Work to enhance the DMO’s public image in the community

•

Be dedicated to constructive consensus building

•

Attend and participate in the annual orientation program for new Board members

•

Annually assess its own performance as the governing body of the DMO
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Expectations of Individual Board Members
•

Know and be able to communicate the DMO’s Mission, Vision and programs

•

Serve as active advocates and ambassadors for the DMO in the community

•

Leverage personal and business connections, networks and resources to develop collective action to fully achieve the
DMO’s Mission

•

Develop collegial and professional relationships with other Board members and community leaders

•

Prepare for, attend and conscientiously participate in Board meetings, including being fully versed in the DMO’s
financial position

•

Participate in one or more Board committees, as requested

•

Follow the DMO’s bylaws, policies and board resolutions

•

Sign an annual conflict-of-interest disclosure and update it during the year if necessary, as well as disclose potential
conflicts before meetings and actual conflicts during meetings

•

Maintain strict confidentiality about all internal matters of the organization
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EXHIBIT B
SAMPLE BOARD CODE OF ETHICS
DMO Board Members will endeavor to:
• Do our best to ensure the organization is financially secure, continually growing and operating in the best interests of the
community we serve.
• Recognize that the Board’s job is to ensure the DMO is well managed, not to manage the organization.
• Represent the organization in a positive and supportive manner at all times and in all places.
• Treat all stakeholders courteously, ethically and professionally.
• Actively encourage the integration of ethics into all aspects of management of the organizations’ activities.
• Declare any conflict of interest between personal and professional interests and the Board member’s position on the Board and
avoid voting on any issues in which a conflict, real or perceived, exists.
• Build collaborative relationships with other community development organizations and others for the advancement of the
community’s economic vitality and Quality of Life.
• Ensure that the DMO exercises truth in all promotional materials concerning facilities, services and amenities provided and
advise the public in a reasonable manner if and when unable to provide the level of services or facilities as advertised.
• Promote responsible and sustainable use of environmental resources.
• Carry out our role with integrity, collegiality are care.
• Abide by all applicable federal and municipal laws.
• DMO Board Members will not:
•
•
•
•

Be publicly critical of other Board members.
Use the DMO for personal or professional advantage.
Discuss or share confidential proceedings or documentation of the DMO outside the organization.
Interfere with the duties of the paid CEO or undermine their authority.
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ADDENDUM B:
SUGGESTED PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Part of the challenges DMOproz had in assessing the ROI of Experience Grants Pass stemmed from the lack of established
performance measures. In its contracts with Experience Grants Pass, the City outlined the actions it expected from the agency, but
not the outcomes.
While performance measures should never be used as a weapon to manage or exit a contract (let’s take COVID-19 as an example
of how a DMO does not control its environment), goals should be established to help encourage the DMO toward expected
outcomes. We offer the following suggestions:
Website Engagement
Number of unique visitors
Time spent on Site
Visitor Guide downloads
E-Newsletter Subscriptions (database growth)
Public Relations
Number of stories published online or in traditional media
Estimated value of placed stories (e.g., what would it have cost to buy that many inches or minutes?)
Social Media
Number of Fans / Followers
Number of Posts per platform
Number of Subsequent Engagements (the number of people that reacted to a post)
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Resident Perception
Percent of residents that value the work of the DMO
Percent of residents that value the Visitor Economy as a way to enhance Quality of Life
Stakeholder Engagement
Database maintenance (staying up-to-date with contacts)
E-Newsletter Open Rate
Shoulder Season Effectiveness
Percent increase in visitation in Grants Pass’ Shoulder Seasons

The City should identify other measurements they believe to be germane to its own unique situation…but not build them into the
contract. Rather, it should use them as an addendum to guide the contracted organization toward future success.
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